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List of abbreviations and acronyms

Abbreviation

Meaning

DVTMP

Data Valuation Tool from Market Perspective

DVTUP

Data Valuation Tool from end User Perspective

TE

Trading Engine

DVT

Data Valuation Tool

CPM

Cost Per Mille

CPC

Cost Per Click

WTP

Willingness-to-pay

WTA

Willingness-to-accept

WP

Work Package
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Executive Summary

Deliverable 3.2 describes the first complete design of tools devoted to understanding the
value of users' data (Data Valuation Tools) and the tool for trading users' data with data
buying entities (Trading Engine). This document is part of the PIMCity Project, funded from
the Horizon 2020 Programme (ICT-13-2018-2019) under Gran Agreement number 871370.
In this document, we provide a detailed design of the tools that will be implemented in the
WP3 of the PIMCity Project. In particular, the Data Valuation Tools from the Market
Perspective (DVTMP), the Data Valuation Tools from User Perspective (DVTUP) and the
Trading Engine (TE). The technical decisions and design choices have been carefully
discussed in plenary meetings as well as specific meetings of WP3 members. Based on
these decisions, the partner responsible for the development of each tool has taken care of
complete the design description which has been subject to reviews by other members of
the WP3. The result of this process is presented in this document.
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1. Introduction
This deliverable aims at presenting the first version of the design of the tools developed as
part of the Tasks 3.2 and 3.3 within the WP3, namely:
•

Data Valuation Tools from a market perspective (DVTMP)

•

Data Valuation Tools from an end-user perspective (DVTUP)

•

An open Trading Engine (TE)

Moreover, this deliverable also describes how these tools will be integrated together to
provide a consistent service.
The TE is considered a key component of a PIM, responsible for trading the data of users
registered/handled by the PIM with interested buyers. Hence, the TE serves as a
communication interface between the PIM backend and the data buyers. There is a myriad
of data types that can be sold. For coherence and concreteness in PIMCity, and the design
of the tools referred to in this deliverable, we will focus on the two most common types of
data being sold: 1) Bulk data and 2) Real-time audience data.
Bulk data is typically bought in a non-real-time manner to receive information from a
(typically large) group of users. Some examples include: a health insurance company may
be interested in people's medical records; a car insurance company may be interested in
the people's mobility data to understand who drives through tough roads or at higher
speeds; a mortgage-issuing company may be interested in people's financial records, etc.
None of these data need to be traded in real-time, and typically data buyers try to buy it in
bulk. Due to the relevance of the selling of bulk data for a large number of businesses, the
TE will be designed to enable the trading of bulk data to PIMs implementing it.
An audience is a term used in marketing to refer to a specific group of the population defined
by three parameters: location (where the user is located); demographic information (age,
gender, etc.); interests (a list of interests, e.g., outdoor activities, sports, science,
automobile, etc.). Most of these parameters are typically extracted from well-known
taxonomies such as the one offered by IAB (which is a de-facto standard in digital
marketing)1 Online advertising (a.k.a. digital marketing) is arguably one of the most
important businesses exploiting data utilization, specifically audience data, to deliver
targeted ads to users in real-time. Due to the importance of this business, the TE will be
designed to allow PIMs to implement it to trade audiences' data.
One of the main problems that PIMs face, and the fundamental reason for the failure of
some of them so far, is their inability to assess the value of data. To address this issue in
Task 3.2, we will work on developing two types of Data Valuation Tools (DVTs). In the
context of the PIMCITY architecture, the DVTs are meant to assist the TE in estimating the
value of the data the TE is trading. As indicated above, WP3 will develop two types of DVTs:
On the one hand, the DVTMP will obtain audiences' value from some of the most important
online advertising platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, or LinkedIn. The information
collected by the DVTMP will assist the TE to estimate the value of audiences based on the

1

https://iabtechlab.com/standards/audience-taxonomy/
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market price of these on the aforementioned advertising platforms so that the trading price
is well aligned with the market price of the audience. This enables the PIM to implement a
combination of the DVTMP and TE to compete in the market of audience purchasing/selling
(e.g., the online advertising market). On the other hand, the DVTUP will analyze the value
of data of individual users within a large pool of users. It will apply a value-based fairness
principle, which is a novel principle to be used in the context of the data economy. Each
user data contributes different data with a relative value compared to the data provided by
other users. Let us consider the next example: A company willing to predict the traffic in a
city. Professional drivers from the city can share their GPS data so that the aggregate data
from a large pool of drivers will help model the city's traffic. However, the sample of data
provided by each professional driver has not equal value. The driver providing data from
the most crowded area where many other drivers are also providing data is not of much
value since he provides redundant information. However, a driver providing data from less
crowded areas where few other drivers provide data is much more worthy. Armed with this
novel fairness-based data valuation, the DVTUP will enable the TE to estimate the relative
value of different data sources in the context of bulk data trading for specific purposes.
Hence, following the modular design concept of PIMCITY that will allow a PIM to use the
whole PIMCITY architecture or to implement just a few of its modules, WP3 implements two
independent DVT modules which address the two considered data trading scenarios:
<DVTUP – bulk data purchase scenario> and <DVTMP – audience-based purchase
scenario>. Based on this design concept, integrating the two DVTs will be done
independently with the TE.

Figure 1 Summary of modules and their interactions

Figure 1 Summary of modules and their interactions shows a scheme for the high-level
integrated design of the tools covered by this deliverable. The details of each of the three
mentioned modules (DVTMP, DVTUP, and TE), as well as the details of the DVTMP-TE
and DVTUP-TE integration, will be described in the rest of the document.
Note that these modules' design has been done, taking into account the requirements
detailed in D1.1 from PIMCITY. We suggest the reader interested in knowing the details to
refer to such deliverable. Finally, we would like to highlight that the design of the technical
16/11/2020
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modules presented in this document will be continuously reviewed during the
implementation phase. Hence, the design described in this document should be considered
as a reference subject to changes. The final design of the modules is expected to be
delivered in D3.3.

2. Deliverable Objective
The overreaching goal of this deliverable is to provide a first detailed description of the
design of the technical modules to be developed as part of Task 3.2 and Task 3.3; these
are the Data Valuation Tools from Market Perspective (T3.2), Data Valuation Tools from
End-User Perspective (T3.2) and the Trading Engine (T3.3). Moreover, this deliverable
provides a detailed description of the integration of these modules. In particular, as
discussed in the Introduction, the integration will be done independently between the
DVTMP and the TE and between the DVTUP and the TE. Next, we provide a list of the
specific objectives of this deliverable:
•

Provide a first comprehensive description of the design of the DVTMP module
(Section 3)

•

Provide a first comprehensive description of the communication interface and
integration of the DVTMP and the TE (Section 3)

•

Provide a first comprehensive description of the design of the DVTUP module
(Section 4)

•

Provide a first comprehensive description of the communication interface and
integration of the DVTUP and the TE (Section 4)

•

Provide a first comprehensive description of the design of the TE module (Section
5)

•

Provide a first comprehensive description of the communication interface offered by
the TE to other modules within the PIMCITY infrastructure (Section 5)

•

Provide a first comprehensive description of the communication interface offered by
the TE to third parties for data purchase (Section 5)

The objectives of this deliverable partially address the objectives of WP3 described in the
Grant Agreement, which we remind in the following:
•

Implement tools to provide estimations (from the market and the user perspective)
of the value associated with individual users' data.

•

Design and implement a system, referred to as the trading engine, that integrates
the data broker into the data market ecosystem allowing it to sell end-users' data to
interested third parties.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that as a secondary but still very relevant objective, we have
designed the different technical modules using as reference the requirements described for
each of them in Deliverable D1.1.
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3. Data Valuation Tools from Market Perspective
In the last decade, complex tracking infrastructure has been developed on top of the internet
and global telecom networks. This tracking infrastructure leverages both the web and
mobile ecosystems, so it can track not only our online activity (what websites we visit or
which products we buy online) but also our offline activity (what places a user visits can be
extracted from her mobility data obtained, for instance, through mobile apps). This tracking
infrastructure collects data from users and profiles. Arguably, the most relevant business
driving this tracking ecosystem is online advertising. Companies can know individual users'
habits and preferences, thus delivering personalized advertisements or offers to each user.
Many of the most popular online services follow this business model, i.e., they define
different techniques to profile users and provide them with personalized ads, products,
offers, or services. Among them, we list Facebook, Instagram, Google, and LinkedIn. Some
of these companies provide web platforms or APIs to allow advertisers to define their
advertising campaigns. In many cases, part of the information they offer to advertisers
through those interfaces includes an approximation of the end-user value. They also offer
advertisers estimations of the Cost Per Mille (CPM), Cost Per Click (CPC), etc. Therefore,
an advertiser may configure its target end-user profile (a.k.a. audience) in the service
platform (e.g., Facebook). Advertisers will get in return the cost of showing one thousand
ads to users meeting such profile (CPM) and the cost of getting a click in the ad to bring the
user to the advertiser's landing page (CPC), etc. Data Valuation Tools from the market
perspective (DVTMP) developed in PIMCITY will leverage the existing online advertising
platforms to estimate the value of hundreds to thousands of audiences (i.e., end-user's
profiles) representing an important portion of the population. This will meet the specific
objective defined in this WP in this regard.

3.1.

Objective

The Data Valuation Tools from the market perspective (DVTMP) module developed in
PIMCity will leverage some of the most popular existing online advertising platforms to
estimate the value of hundreds to thousands of audiences. The DVTMP module aims to
provide the monetary value of audiences traded on the main online advertising platforms.
This will serve any PIM deciding to implement the DVTMP module to have a realistic
estimation of audiences' value to be traded. PIMs which implement a more accurate value
estimation module will have a competitive advantage in the market. Since the information
about values collected from these advertising platforms is based on aggregated historical
pricing data, we can assert that DVTMP provides full-privacy guarantees. Moreover, a given
audience's value can be obtained in real-time from the referred online advertising platform.
In particular, the design of the DVTMP pursues the following objectives:
1. Crawling data value of audiences from Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn
2. Process, clean, and curate the collected data
3. Store processed data
4. Provide access to the data through an API

16/11/2020
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Background and state of the art
We can find a large body of literature studying the value of information assets and privacy
from a macroscopic economic perspective [1]. However, only recently, researchers have
addressed the monetary value of personal information from a microscopic point of view in
the context of online services. The most adopted methodology to capture the value of
personal information has been retrieving directly from users the value they assign to
personal data through surveys, interviews, etc. This methodology measures users'
willingness-to-pay (WTP) to protect/recover their personal information and their willingnessto-accept (WTA) to sell their personal data. Then, it applies different mechanisms (e.g.,
conjoint analysis) to obtain the monetary value of personal information [2][3][4]. There are
two main reasons why this approach is not valid: first, there is an existing prominent market
which is already trading personal information and establishing market prices for personal
data; second, recent interviews with advanced Internet users in the context of Facebook
show a clear lack of societal awareness regarding the value of personal information, and
thus users answers are too random to derive solid conclusions. Therefore, asking users is
useful to understand their perception about the monetary value of their personal information,
but not to understand the actual value of online personal data, which is established by the
market irrespectively of Internet users' perception.
Another approach is the manipulation of aggregated market cap (revenue, net income, etc.)
of companies exploiting personal information to quantify the monetary value of personal
data records (e.g., dividing the revenue of a company by the number of active users to get
the average monetary value per user) [5]. This methodology tries to find a unique answer
valid for all users ignoring the fact that the value of personal information differs from user to
user. Each user generates different revenue for an online service depending on the market
price and his data and service activity. A comprehensive personal data valuation
methodology should be able to provide personalized feedback per user and per online
service.
A third methodology uses the economic cost of data breaches per data entry to estimate
personal information's average monetary value. As happened in the first methodology
described above, this methodology ignores that there already exists a market that trades
personal information and defines prices associated with personal information transactions.
Furthermore, a data breach has economic implications that go far beyond standard personal
data trading. Deriving personal data value in this way will very likely overestimate actual
market prices and will lead to wrong conclusions.[21]
The last approach tries to use actual market prices to estimate personal information's
monetary value. The most recent works in the literature use this technique. In particular,
DVTMP follows this approach to provide a reasonable estimation of PIMCitizens' data value.
DVTMP proposes a link between the value of personal information to the revenue that
internet users generate in real-time for online services based on the commercial exploitation
of their personal information and the users' activity within those online services. Two specific
implementations of this approach are the FDVT [1] and Pricom (integrated into the portal
testyourprivacy.org) platforms implemented by the same UC3M team participating in
PIMCity in a previous EU H2020 Project (TYPES). This team will use the knowledge
acquired to implement these tools to design and develop the DVTMP. Note that there are
some fundamental differences between FDVT/Pricom with DVTMP since the former was
meant as informative standalone tools for citizens, whereas DVTMP is designed as an
integrated module within the PIMCITY architecture meant to interact with businesses.
16/11/2020
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3.2.

Technical Design

The DVTMP module's goal consists of developing a software module that extracts
audiences' prices from different popular advertising platforms, stores them, and delivers
them to the TE under request. To obtain a realistic market price of audiences, the DVTMP
queries the Marketing API of popular advertising platforms (Facebook, Instagram, and
LinkedIn) to obtain the reported price advertisers pay to deliver ads to specific audiences.
This module queries the marketing APIs specifying the parameters of the audience being
targeted and obtains in return an estimated price of the audience in the form of standard
price metrics such as the price for showing 1000 ads to users from that audience (CPM) or
the price of a click (CPC). The obtained market value of each queried audience is locally
stored in a database(Cache). The DTVMP is designed to obtain, store, and update the
information from hundreds to thousands of audiences on each of the considered platforms.
Third parties can access the information stored by the DTVMP module through its API
interface. In PIMCity, the only module communicating with the DTVMP using this API is the
TE. Note that if the DTVMP module does not have updated information on the requested
audience's price, it can obtain in real-time and answer the third party requesting the
information. Finally, it is worth noting that the DVTMP has been designed with a modular
architecture to give the technology versatility to add new data sources of audiences' prices
simply.

3.2.

Internal Operation

Figure 2 shows the technical design of the DVTMP detailing its building blocks and
processing structure:

16/11/2020
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Figure 2 DVTMP architecture2

2

Dao refers to Data Access Object
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The building blocks are described below:
•

JSON API block: this block implements the communication interface between the
DVTMP module and the TE. In particular, it implements an API that receives queries
with a predefined format. Those queries are processed and sent to the Services
block for its subsequent processing. Details of the JSON API block's specific
operation are provided in the next subsection (3.3.2).

•

Services block: there are three different sub-blocks in this building block, with each
one performing a different task. The functionality of each block is provided below:
o

Search ID sub-block: when the API receives a call, it includes a set of
interests, locations, and demographic information (keywords). This call is
string-based. However, each advertising platform associates each of these
keywords to an internal ID for its marketing platform. This sub-block aims to
retrieve the specific ID associated with the different keywords in the targeted
platform. To this end, the Search ID sub-block first searches for the
keyword's ID in the cache. In case the information is not available locally
(note that the ID usually does not change over time), it launches a query to
the targeted online platform to gather the keyword's ID. For example,
"Football" as a keyword is associated with an ID on Facebook
(6003107902433). In that case, the Search ID sub-block sends a request to
Facebook and returns "6003107902433". If "Football" is available in the
cache, this sub-block returns this ID without sending a Facebook request.

o

Pricing sub-block: This block is in charge of obtaining pricing information.
Once the module receives a call asking for an audience price, it specifies the
platform and the set of interests, location, demographics, skills, etc., which
define the targeted audience. Each parameter is associated with an internal
ID. For example, in the audience "Women in France interested in Science or
Technology and skilled in Blockchain"; the marketing platform links each
parameter (Women, France, Science, Technology, Blockchain) to a different
ID. Following the previous example, the Search ID sub-block would have
previously searched each parameter ID. The Pricing sub-block first checks
whether the pricing information for the considered combination of IDs
(Demographics: Women, Location: France, Interests: Science, Technology,
Skill: Blockchain) is stored in the cache. In this case, the pricing information
of the audience is retrieved from the cache. If the pricing information is not
available locally, the Pricing sub-block launches a request to the considered
marketing
platform
to
retrieve
the
pricing
information.
In particular, the Pricing sub-block retrieves pricing information from two wellknown and extensively used pricing metrics in the online advertising
ecosystem:

16/11/2020

▪

CPM (Cost Per Mille impressions). The value of one thousand (1000)
impressions.

▪

CPC (Cost Per Click). The amount charged to the advertiser each
time a user clicks on the ad.
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Figure 3 Services Block
o

Audience count sub-block: In addition to the pricing information, some
marketing platforms also estimate the targeted audience's size. While this
information is not needed for the price estimation, it might be relevant for
future use since it allows us to understand the targeted audience's popularity
(i.e., how many users fit the targeted audience). This sub-block operates
similarly to the Pricing sub-block, using the cache: it first looks for the cached
information, and if the information is not available locally, it sends a request
to the considered marketing platform. Note that for some marketing
platforms, the information about the audience's price and size can be
retrieved together from a single query.

•

Authentication service block: Most of the considered marketing platforms require
to have an account logged in the associated service to access the marketing API
(e.g., an account logged in Facebook to launch queries to its marketing API). The
Authentication service block is designed with a group of preconfigured accounts for
each of the considered marketing platforms ("Platform User" in Figure 2). These
accounts are provided by the PIM provider and do not involve PIM users. The
credentials will be used to automatically log into the different systems and query
their associated marketing APIs. Note that this block is initialized by the Services
blocks so that when the latter ones are executed, they can launch queries to the
marketing APIs.

•

Marketing platform block: This block reads the parameter referring to the targeted
platform received through the JSON API block and will set up this as the platform to
be used by the Authentication and Services blocks.

•

Cache block: This block implements a database where the collected information
from the different marketing services is stored. This database serves as a local
cache that allows to speed up the response to queries from third parties whenever
the requested information is available locally. The stored information will include a

16/11/2020
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timestamp, and it will only be returned if it is not outdated (too old). In that case, the
marketing API is queried, and the local information is updated.
The flow chart shown in Figure 4 summarizes the conceptual execution process of the
DVTMP module for a specific advertising platform. Note that there is an independent
submodule taking care of each advertising platform. This design provides flexibility to easily
extend the DVTMP to include new data sources from other advertising platforms.

Figure 4 Workflow of each platform submodule

3.2.

Interfaces

This section describes the JSON API block, which will serve as a communication interface
between the DVTMP module and the Trading Engine. We define a basic request/response
procedure, which on the one hand, simplifies the integration process of DVTMP with third
parties and, on the other hand, makes it easy to extend the type of calls to be used. The
JSON API block receives a query that specifies the required parameters for the DVTMP
module's operation: the keywords (location, demographic information, interests, etc.) and
the targeted platform. Upon the query's reception, the REST API triggers the sequence of
procedures described in Figure 3. Once the DVTMP module's operation is completed and
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the information is ready, it generates a JSON file as the response for delivering to the third
party (the TE in the case of PIMCity architecture).
Once our module receives a request, the JSON API analyses it. The JSON file will include
the platforms for which the module will extract the information (Facebook, LinkedIn,
Instagram). The module will first identify the marketing platform targeted in the request.
Then, the corresponding platform submodule analyses the request's parameters (Figure 4).
Since each marketing platform has its peculiarities regarding the offered information and
how to access it (e.g., search for ids, audiences, or prices), their submodules are also
independent. Finally, once the submodule(s) retrieves the requested information, this is sent
to the JSON API block, creating a JSON object that will respond to the received request.
Table 1 The JSON file exchanged between DVTMP and TE presents the first proposal of
the JSON requests and responses format. DVTMP then exchanges this file through its
JSON API block with the Trading Engine.
Table 1 The JSON file exchanged between DVTMP and TE
Request JSON

Response JSON

{

{

"Audience": {<JSON Object TBD>},
"Platform":"LinkedIn",“Facebook”,
“Instagram”
"PriceType": "CPC"
}

16/11/2020
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"request": {
"Audience": { < JSON Object TBD

},
"Platform": "all",
"PriceType": "CPC"
},
"data": [{
"Platform": "LinkedIn",
"PriceType": "CPC",
"Value": "5.00",
"Currency": "USD"
},
{
"Platform": "Facebook",
"PriceType": "CPC",
"Value": "2.50",
"Currency": "USD"
}
],
"errors": [{
"Platform": "Instagram",
"PriceType": "CPC",
"message":
"audience
available"
}]
}
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4. Data Valuation Tools from an End-User Perspective
4.1.

Objective

The objective of the Data Valuation Tools from an End-User Perspective (DVTUP) module
is to provide estimated valuations of end-users' data for the dataset they are selling through
the marketplace as bulk data. In particular, DVTUP will provide tools for the TE to:
i.

Provide buyers with a hint of how valuable a piece of data is for a certain type of
model or even for a specific task.

ii.

Calculate a fair breakdown of data transaction charges by seller, looking forward to
rewarding each user proportionally to the value that each piece of data from different
sellers brings to the buyer for a specific task.

In the first case, the output will be the expected accuracy the buyer will get from a dataset
if purchased from the marketplace. In the second case, the output will estimate the
percentage of a transaction value that corresponds to each seller, and a log of data and
results obtained to justify rewards paid to different sellers. For that purpose, different
methodologies and algorithms will be designed and implemented to allow data
marketplaces to calculate such breakdown in different ways, namely: i) using traditional
heuristics such as data volume or the number of sources, ii) using a value-based data
evaluation framework to test data on the specific task the buyer is intended to use it in, and
breaking the payment according to a value function (e.g., accuracy yielded by a given model
or algorithm) provided by the buyer.

4.2.

Background and state of the art

According to our survey (see Deliverable D3.1), existing data marketplaces just put in touch
data sellers and buyers and leave data pricing to sellers or be negotiated between both
parties. Some marketplaces provide data valuation (Dawex3) services or data monetization
and marketing (Battlefin4) services to data sellers. In practice, current data transactions
involve one seller and one buyer, and existing data marketplaces usually leave enriching
and combining data to Internet service providers. In fact, traditional data providers have
made good business out of enriching and combining data, although they cannot be
considered data marketplace platforms. Instead, they decouple data sourcing, which they
handle directly when needed with their data providers, from the data-driven services they
sell to the end-users. Sourcing is usually done through an opaque partnership or specific
data acquisition agreements. On the contrary, a data marketplace is a two-sided platform
that transparently puts in touch sellers with buyers by matching data owned by the former
to solve the latter's data sourcing needs. The research community has made different efforts
to define a value-based data valuation framework that allows buyers and data marketplaces
to discriminate between data pieces. Some vision papers provide an overview of data
marketplace challenges and propose a high-level architecture to solve most of them [14].
Actually, some authors are proposing theoretical platforms that leverage a data valuation
framework [7] [12] to trade with "accuracy" rather than with data.

3
4

https://www.dawex.com/
https://www.battlefin.com/
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From the users' perspective, the main concerns (and challenges faced by data
marketplaces according to D3.1) are whether their data is under control and getting a fair
reward for their data. Regarding the first problem, data marketplaces deal with consent
management, anonymization, and data replication issues to gain data sellers' trust, and
these topics are out of the scope of this deliverable. So, we concentrate on the second
problem, particularly how users perceive their data's value. Different methodologies have
been used to measure the value of personal data [13]. Traditionally, such a problem has
been treated in the context of preserving privacy from the online advertising industry.
Different studies have tried to determine the value of data based on surveys conducted
among people to determine how much they value their privacy [6]. Other studies refer to
economic experiments about how users evaluate different types of their Personal
Information (PI) being shared while being online [11]. However, our goal is to set up a
framework that is useful to work in other domains and applications. For instance, how much
is a user's location information for a Busines Intelligence (BI) demand prediction algorithm?
In that general setting, it is generally accepted that users have no idea of their data's value.
As a result, their main concern in terms of value is whether it is valued accordingly to similar
data from other users when shared as part of a transaction. In other words, in terms of
value, and assuming that the market is setting prices to close data transactions, users are
more concerned by the "relative value" of their data in comparison to other users that fulfil
the same requirements, and the transparency of the market in reporting these rewards. A
value-based data valuation framework is being proposed for revenue allocation in such
theoretical marketplaces. Researchers resort to well-known concepts of game theory to split
the revenue among. Some papers propose using the Shapley value [16] for such a task [7],
whereas others propose to use the core [17]. As its exact calculation requires an exponential
processing time as the number of sources increases, different papers devoted to building
approximations to Shapley value in different settings [9] [10] allow users to trade computing
time and accuracy.
Regarding revenue allocation in practice, existing data marketplaces tend to use heuristics
to estimate data's value. It is common to price datasets or data services depending on the
volume of data downloaded, and PIMS usually charge information based on the number of
shared users, regardless of the value of each user. Leave-one-out (LOO) has been used
for "denoising'' datasets by omitting pieces of data that reduce the accuracy of machine
learning [7]. On the one hand, these methodologies are simple to calculate and implement.
On the other hand, simple heuristics are not necessarily tied to the utility of data [15], and
consequently could be considered unfair by sellers and provide the market with the wrong
incentives. Not only will a value-based data valuation make sellers happier, but incentivize
the provision of better-quality data to the market, as well.

4.2.

Technical Design

DVTUP has been developed under the following assumptions:
1. The value of a piece of data is closely tied to the specific buyer, and the purpose of
traded data is intended to be used. Consequently, neither buyers nor the
marketplace can estimate the value of data on their own if such a context is not
considered.
2. The marketplace will play a mediation role between buyers and sellers, providing
buyers with suitable information that fits their needs by combining, processing, or
just reselling data that users share with the marketplace platform.
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3. Once a transaction is closed, and data is delivered, the buyer will make a payment
to the marketplace, and the marketplace will share this income (partially or wholly)
with users providing data for such bulk transactions.
4. Sellers will be concerned about getting a fair reward for their data, which is justified
and according to the rewards of other users whose data has also been traded.
This module provides the TE with a series of methods to understand the value of data from
different contributors for a specific task or model, either selected from a catalog or
implemented by the buyer to work with data from the marketplace. In the second case,
DVTUP can tailor the results to the task the buyer intends to use data for. At a high level,
the following figure describes how DVTUP works.

Figure 5 High-level design of DVTUP
DVTUP provides the data trading engine with valuations of the marginal accuracy that data
from individuals or users bring to a specific model. This allows the TE:
1. To report such accuracy valuation to buyers before a data purchase decision is
made by the buyer, and effectively implement a Try-Before-You-Buy scheme as
described in Deliverable D3.1
2. To calculate the value-based distribution of rewards among individuals that
contributed to a certain traded dataset after a transaction is closed
For that purpose, the DVTUP will need to have access to the P-DS to test the data in the
PIMS with the specific algorithm in the catalog or either provided by the buyer. As TE filters
individuals who consented to provide their data for such a task when building the audience,
the DVTUP will not have access to data from users who are not willing to exchange their
data. The following sections describe the internal operation of the DVTUP, the interface,
and the functions it provides for the TE.

4.3.

Internal Operation

Figure 6 summarizes the internal technical design of the DVTUP tool. It is founded on the
value-based data valuation framework (hereinafter, vbdeFramework), which defines a
series of abstractions needed to calculate data's relative value in a general setting. Specific
implementations of each application's framework interfaces are needed to tailor to buyers'
specific use cases. The framework will also be providing some classic AI/ML models, which
can also be selected by buyers to be trained with data from the marketplace to evaluate the
different outcomes. In addition to this central module, it will be required:
•

An intermediate layer exposing the API to convert API requests from the TE to
vbdeFramework orders

•

A module to get data from the marketplace users, or information sellers
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•

An internal database to store logs and information generated during the operation
of DVTUP

Figure 6 General design of DVTUP
Figure 7 summarizes the internal technical design of the value-based data valuation
framework.

Figure 7 Internal design of the value-based data evaluation framework
The framework defines a series of interfaces that models and algorithms must implement
to use the sandbox framework. If such interfaces are implemented to respect some
restrictions that will be stated later, the framework's functions will be able to operate the
model. The following assumptions are made:
•

We know the list of potential sources to be used in the specific problem: S,

•

We can retrieve and combine data from a combination of these sources d(S).
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•

We know, and we are able to run a certain model (M) and an accuracy valuation
function (a) in a neutral sandbox. Potential buyers provide both "M" and "a" to check
specific data pieces' value to their specific processing tasks.

•

"M" and "a" must implement the abstract interfaces defined in the framework for
them to be plugged into the solution

•

The combiner is provided by the marketplace and implements an abstract interface
to be plugged into the overall framework. The combiner is in charge of injecting
suitable data from the marketplace for the framework to feed the model and get the
corresponding results.

•

Value-based data valuation framework

Figure 8 summarizes the functional operation of a value-based data valuation framework.
The design was intentionally agnostic from the underlying model or algorithm.

Figure 8 Data valuation framework
It assumes that a buyer who requires the marketplace to provide data for a certain datadriven task shares with the marketplace platform:
1. an algorithm or model (M) to be optimized that takes a series of inputs and provides
an output y,
2. Any existing information already under the buyer's control to be plugged in the model
(if not embedded in the model parameters),
3. an accuracy valuation function (a) that is able to measure how good or bad the
outcome of the model. We will assume it is a similarity function a: y in [0,1].
We assume the marketplace controls, identifies, and selects a set of data sources (S), each
contributing a dataset d(s) for all source s in set S whose data is suitable for the specific
task. Using the framework, the marketplace will be able to process the model M for
combinations of data inputs K from sellers d(K) = U d(k), for all k in K, and calculate the
accuracy such inputs yield (a(K)). We assume that the buyer knows or is able to calculate
the value of data for the specific task based on such accuracy. For example, eBay estimated
that a 15% improvement on the recommender system translated into a 6% increase in
revenues (i.e., an increment of $0.54 billion in 2016) [8].
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We intend to enable a series of functions in data marketplaces leveraging the three former
steps (combine, process and evaluate) of this data valuation framework so that the
marketplace will be able to reward sellers participating in a transaction based on the
accuracy data brings to a specific model. Users will be able to have transparent access to
the relative valuations of their data. In order to accommodate the framework to work with
different types of models and tasks, the following abstract components are needed:
•

vbdeDataCombination: Abstract combiner interface defining functions to i) get a
list of potential sources S, and ii) get a combined input d(K) for a subset K of S

•

vbdeModel: Abstract model interface defining functions to i) initialize the model, ii)
return the output of the model y(K) given an input d(K)

•

vbdeValueFunction: Abstract value function interface that takes as an input y(K)
and returns a float representing the accuracy (hence, the value) that sources in the
set K bring to the model M.

The framework imposes the following restrictions:
•

All input and output parameters of those functions are abstract serializable data,

•

S and K are a set (list format) of unique source identifiers, be it numbers or strings,
that corresponds to a single user, or is possible to be uniquely associated to the
user or seller that provided the information,

•

Classes implementing those interfaces must be compatible and interoperable, which
means that:
a. The output d(K) of the combiner can be plugged into the model as an input,
b. The output of the model y(K) can be plugged into the valuation function.

The framework (vbdeFramework) will be used to encapsulate the concepts in Figure 9,
according to the following UML diagram:

Figure 9 Design details of the value-based data valuation framework
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•

Payment distribution function

Once a certain data transaction is closed by a data marketplace, involving a combination of
data from different sources in a certain set P (d(P)), the resulting dataset is shared with the
buyer, who is charged the amount of money agreed to close the transaction. At this time, it
is needed functionality to break the corresponding amount of money and reward the sources
that contributed to it. The payment division function's objective is to find a value assignment
method, mi, that captures the relative importance of the data originating from source si to
the predictions of the model or algorithm (M). The payment division function would thus be
a function of:
•

the datasets used in d(P), d(si) for i in P,

•

the Model (M),

•

the accuracy function, particularly the accuracy the model M yields to the buyer for
different combinations of inputs, a(K), K subset of 2S.

The sum of relative contributions of data sources in P must be equal to 1 and related to the
value that each data source brings to the buyer in that transaction's specific problem
subject. The framework will implement different methodologies to calculate this breakdown
based on the value of data, namely the following:
•

Proportional to individual value,

•

Proportional to LOO value,

•

Proportional to Shapley value, including different methods to calculate or
approximate to it.

A payment distribution function based on a heuristic (f) will be implemented to allow a
payment distribution proportional to this heuristic. For example, one could think of
distributing payments based on the number of individuals contributing to each dataset. In
this case, the marketplace would be allowed to ask and register a payment division based
on this information provided if it is available and provided to the framework. In this specific
case, somehow, it is assumed that the value of a data source s i is proportional to f(si),
instead of using the accuracy data to a model or a calculation based on the actual data that
is part of the transaction. This additional function allows accommodating more simple use
cases where the relative value of data can be approximated by certain characteristics of
datasets shared with the buyer (e.g., volume, number of sources, or even equitable share).
According to the former implementations, the framework (vbdeFramework) will encapsulate
all the functions needed to calculate the payment division function. Consequently, the
framework needs to implement the following set of methods:
•

Initialization of the framework (constructor) which will require the user to provide
classes
implementing
all
vbdeDataCombination,
vbdeModel
and
vbdeValueFunction interfaces.

•

Methods to manage an optional buffer to store a(K) and avoid repeated execution
of the model for the same set of inputs. This buffer will be specific to a certain task
(model + value function).
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•

Execute the whole value-based data valuation pipeline to get a(K), optimizing the
processing time by previously checking the buffer.

•

Parallelize the execution of works in different threads and processes to speed up
the execution of algorithms.

•

Retrieve information about the valuation of data sources, namely any of the
following:
o

Get the value of a specific source si in S, a(si),

o

Get the value of a set of sources K (subset of S), a(K),

o

Get an individual valuation of all the sources in S, by running the model using
each of them exclusively and returning a(si), si in S,

o

Get a leave-one-out valuation of sources in a set K, by running |S| times the
model, using in execution i all the information except d(s i). The leave one out
value of (LOOi) is defined as: LOOi = a(S) – a(S – si),

o

Calculate the exact Shapley value of a source s i in a set of source S' subset
of S (f(si), defined as the average marginal accuracy added by each source
to each combination of the rest of sources in S':
4-1

o

Get the maximum value that the model could achieve by combining sources
in a subset S' of S, which not necessarily requires using all the information:
4-2

•

o

Get the distribution of value according to a certain heuristic/metric f(s), s in
S', calculated from data (e.g., volume or number of sources) or given by the
DTE.

o

Get an approximation to the Shapley value using at least the following
methods:
▪

(Truncated) Montecarlo [10] [18]

▪

Random sampling, [9]

▪

(Truncated) Structured sampling [15]

Store all the results of the execution to be shared or consulted by the users or the
data management platform to explain the rewards a user got as a result of a specific
transaction or a set of them. The results of the execution will include:
o
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•

4.3.

o

Model and accuracy function used to calculate the payment division,

o

The total set of sources made available S (identifier to the information stored
in the PDS) and the combination function used,

o

The final set of sources sold as part of a transaction S',

o

The method used to calculate the payment distribution,

o

Accuracy valuation a(K), K subset of S', or either the heuristics f(s), f(s), for
all s in S' used to achieve the final results.

o

Final drivers used to calculate the payment distribution percentage among
the set of sources S'.

Import and export methods to store or retrieve buffers or results from the storage
used to keep all the data generated by transactions.

Interfaces

DVTUP is intended to be used by the Trading Engine. This section describes the JSON API
block, which will serve as a communication interface between the DVTUP module and the
Trading Engine. DVTUP exposes a REST API allowing the TE to execute the following
commands:

Table 2 API REST interface calls between DVTUP and TE
Call
GET /accuracy/users

GET /value/users

GET /value/TMC

16/11/2020

Description
It responds with the
accuracy achieved in
the specific model by
data from a specific
set of users
It responds with the
relative
accuracy
achieved
in
the
specific model by
each data source or
aggregation of data
sources by using the
methodology stated in
the parameter

It responds with the
relative
accuracy
achieved
in
the
specific model by
each data source or

Revision:01

Request body
JSON object with the
following properties:
(1)Transaction ID (2)
Model ID (3) Set of
users S
JSON object with the
following properties:
(1) Transaction ID (2)
Model ID
(3) Set of users S
(4) Methodology to be
used to calculate the
relative value, based
on
any
of
the
following:
(a) individual-value,
(b) LOO value,
(c) exact Shapley
value
JSON object with the
following properties:
(1) Transaction ID
(2) Model ID
(3) Set of users S

Project Nº: 871370

Response
Success status code
(OK / Error)
Body:
accuracy
valuation (float)
Success status code
(OK / Error)
Body: Set of the
relative
individual
value of users in S for
the transaction based
on
the
selected
methodology

Success status code
(OK / Error)
Body: Set of the
relative
individual
value of users in S for
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GET /value/TSS

GET /value/TRS

aggregation of data
sources, calculated as
an approximation to
Shapley value using
the
truncated
Montecarlo method
It responds with the
relative
accuracy
achieved
in
the
specific model by
each data source or
aggregation of data
sources, calculated as
an approximation to
Shapley value using
the
truncated
Structured Sampling
method
It responds with the
relative
accuracy
achieved
in
the
specific model by
each data source or
aggregation of data
sources, calculated as
an approximation to
Shapley value using the
truncated
Random
Sampling method

(4) Stopping condition:
% of the variance of
SV
in
the
last
executions
(5) Truncation value

the transaction based
on TMC Shapley

JSON object with the
following properties:
(1) Transaction ID
(2) Model ID
(3) Set of users S
(4) Nº |S| permutation
sets used in the
algorithm
(5) Truncation value

Success status code
(OK / Error)
Body: Set of the
relative
individual
value of users in S for
the transaction based
on TSS Shapley

JSON object with the
following properties:
(1) Transaction ID
(2) Model ID
(3) Set of users S
(4) Nº permutations
used as a sample
(5) Truncation value

Success status code
(OK / Error)
Body: Set of the
relative
individual
value of users in S for
the transaction based
on TRS Shapley

In addition, DVTUP will require using information from users or sellers to feed the task or
model. For that purpose, it will use the standard interfaces of the Personal Data Safe (PDS), if personal information is directly used by the buyer's task or model, or the PrivacyPreserving Analytics (PPA) module, if just aggregated anonymized data from the PIMS user
is required. Such standard interfaces ensure that DVTUP will receive data from
users/sellers who consented their data to be used for the specific purpose of the (potential)
data transaction. Besides, the combiner or the buyers' models may be implemented to use
external data or processing to enrich the platform's information.

5. Trading Engine
5.1.

Objective

In this section, we introduce PIMCity's Trading Engine, also known as TE. Its primary
objective is to execute all transactions within the platform to exchange data for value in a
secure, transparent, and fair-for-all way. Moreover, its key requirement is to be fully GDPR
compliant. It must be able to receive Data Offers from Data Buyers and fulfil them with users
from the PIMCity platform that fits within the target data sought and have proactively
consented to share that data with that company for a specific purpose. The Trading Engine
is presented as a REST API exposed to external Data Buyers and internal components
from the PIMCity platform. Data Monetization over the internet is still brand new as
regulations define new rights and responsibilities, opening new opportunities to include
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individuals in the value proposition. Therefore, there is no standard way of performing these
transactions. With PIMCity's Trading Engine, we aim at:
•

Defining a standard interface to carry out transactions where data is exchanged for
a value between Data Buyers (i.e., companies and organizations) and End Users.

•

Providing a REST API as an implementation of such a standard interface.

•

Implementing state-of-the-art techniques using standard community-approved
software libraries.

•

Putting an integration flow which eases the deployment and allows for quick
upgrades to the production environment tool.

•

Making the component efficient, fast, and scalable to accommodate a huge number
of transactions for a very large set of users and Data Buyers.

5.2.

Background and state of the art

The trading engine is the backbone of the data monetization system. Different companies,
especially start-ups, have been trying and are continuously testing different protocols to
monetize their personal data. Three main engines are working on with data monetization,
each offering a different solution reaching the same objective: making a data and
advertisement ecosystem more transparent and balanced for the real owner of the data
(people).

•

Wibson decentralized data marketplace

Wibson protocol [19] is a blockchain-based, decentralized data marketplace that provides
individuals a way to securely and anonymously sell the information in a trusted environment.
The combination of the Wibson token and blockchain-enabled smart contracts allows Data
Sellers and Data Buyers to transact with each other directly while providing individuals the
ability to maintain anonymity as desired. Wibson protocol intends that its data marketplace
will provide infrastructure and financial incentives for individuals to sell personal information
without sacrificing personal privacy securely. Data Buyers receive information from willing
and actively participating individuals with the benefit of knowing that personal information
should be accurate and current.
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Figure 10 Wibson Protocol

•

Brave browser and ad protocol

Brave5 is a fast, open-source, privacy-focused browser that blocks third-party ads and
trackers and builds in a ledger system that measures user attention to reward publishers
accordingly. Brave used BAT (Basic Attention Token) [20], a token for a decentralized ad
exchange. The Brave browser knows where users spend their time, allowing them to
calculate and reward publishers with BATs. This service creates a transparent Blockchainbased digital advertising market. Publishers receive more revenue because middlemen and
fraud are reduced. Users are opt-in to an inclusive and rewarding private ad experience.
And advertisers get better data on their spending.

Figure 11 Brave implementation

5

https://brave.com
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•

Gener8 Ads

Gener86 enables people to take control of their advertising experience and earn money from
the ads they see. Gener8 browser extension enables users to control and be rewarded for
their data. It tailors all the ads that users see online to be based on their preferences. It
works by stopping 3rd party trackers and ads and by showing Gener8 partner ads based
on users' preferences and election. At the same time, users gain points to exchange this on
their marketplace.

5.3.

Technical Design

•

Basic Functionality

The Trading Engine might interact with a total of six other PIMCity components. Although it
implies an important integration effort, it is needed to execute a secure, transparent, and
fair-for-all transaction of data in exchange for value.
For example, when a Data Buyer wants to place a Data Offer, the Trading Engine does the
following:
1. Gets the price for the audience or data being bought from the Data Valuation Tools.
2. Calculates how many people fit in the budget.
3. Gets the certified list of users with active consents.
4. Fetches their data. If the data size is too big to handle at once, streams are used.
5. Cleans the data through the Data Provenance.
6. Handles back the data and updates credits in the accounts.
The following figure shows such a flow:

6

https://gener8ads.com/products/ads
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Figure 12 Trading Engine algorithm
To carry out these transactions, Data Buyers have to buy credits upfront on a platform
different and independent from PIMCity, i.e., before creating any Data Offer. Those credits
will then be used to pay End Users for their data. On the other hand, end-users earn credits
every time they monetize their data through PIMCity. Those credits can be exchanged later
on for rewards and/or real money.

5.3.

Internal Operation

The Trading Engine is exposed as an API REST that works with JSON documents to
receive requests and send responses. Then, before the actual request is processed, the
API checks if the user has the proper role and access to that resource. Finally, the Trading
Engine applies the business logic needed to solve the request and serve back a response.
The Trading Engine is used by Data Buyers, End Users, and the general public. With that
in mind, the following Roles and Accesses are defined.

•

Roles and Access

The API is open with three different access levels:
•

To the public,

•

To End Users,

•

To Data Buyers,

Therefore, the API defines two different roles:
•

End-User,

•

Data Buyer.

All endpoints related to placing Data Offers in the platform or the ability to get the current
price for a certain audience and data type are restricted to the Data Buyer role. Apart from
that, an Authorization header is required to allow only the account owner to create Data
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Offers on its behalf. On the other hand, the endpoint that shows the number of credits
available in the account is restricted to the Data Buyer and End-User roles. Finally,
endpoints related to the service's general status, like exposing if it is online or which version
is deployed, are open to the public.

•

Architecture

In order to carry out the business logic, the Trading Engine is separated into three different
sub-components:
•

API REST: The service is exposed to the different roles that receive the requests
and applies the business logic until a response can be served back.

•

Message Broker: A queue of jobs to be performed asynchronously to carry out the
heavy-weight tasks that the API cannot perform within the request because they
would time out or block the whole service.

•

Database: Key-Value store to persist the state of the Trading Engine. It can be
accessed only by the API or Message Broker.

•

Data Model

The Trading Engine uses two Key-Value stores to persist in the business state in the
following fashion:
•

Users Store: It stores the name, email, account creation date, and credits for every
user.

•

Data Offers Store: It stores all the information about each offer created with the
Trading Engine. The audience, the data type, the buyer information, the purpose,
the terms and conditions, the budget, and the offer general status.

5.3.

Interfaces

The Trading Engine is exposed via a REST API to all its users, i.e., Data Buyers, End Users,
and the public. Those users will communicate with the Trading Engine by sending requests
to the endpoints detailed below. Such requests might be able to include JSON-like
documents for the users to provide all the needed information to be processed during the
corresponding operation. At the end of each transaction, the API will answer back with
another JSON-like document as a response. The REST API for the Trading Engine offers
the following capabilities:
•

Account Management: Read profile details such as email, name, and avatar, add
and read available credits to the account.

•

Market Data: Shows the price for a piece of data for a specific audience and enables
Data Buyers to place new offers within the market.

•

Service Status: Anyone can check if the service is up or not.

Data Buyers and end-users have access to all three capabilities, although they can only
manage and read their account details. Moreover, Data Buyers are the only ones capable
of creating new Data Offers. The public, as well as Data Buyers and end-users, can check
the service status to see if the Trading Engine is online or not. This service is used by:
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•

Data Buyers dashboard (Easy PIM),

•

End-User.

This service uses:
•

Data Valuation Tools,

•

Personal Consent Manager (P-CM),

•

Personal Data Safe (P-DS),

•

Personal Privacy-Preserving analytics (P-PPA),

•

Data Knowledge Extraction Tools (DKE),

•

Data Provenance.

All these components offer an API REST that the Trading Engine uses to connect and
exchange messages. Payloads are in JSON format, requests, and responses alike. This
becomes efficient in reducing the technologies used and potential bugs. In general, final
responses are obtained when the request is resolved, but the Trading Engine is also
prepared to submit a callback endpoint when the task to be performed by any other
component is heavy-weight and needs to be executed offline. Then, the result can be
informed using the callback sent previously.

•

API REST Online Documentation Website

Since the API can be used directly by Data Buyers or End Users, it ends up being powerful
and handy to have an online interactive documentation website for the service. By visiting
it, the reader can quickly understand and try out the API functionalities.

Figure 13 Online documentation service

6. Conclusions
This document described the detailed design of the PIMCity modules responsible for
estimating the value of the users' data and the module responsible for trading the users'
data with interested data buyers. In particular, this deliverable describes the internal
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functionality of each module as well as its communication interfaces. The modules whose
first complete design has been described in this document are:
•

Data Valuation Tools from Market Perspective (DVTMP), from Task 3.2, aims at
estimating the value of audiences from different advertising platforms.

•

Data Valuation Tools from User Perspective (DVTUP), from Task 3.2., aims at
estimating the value of end-users' data using the value-based fairness principle.

•

Trading Engine (TE), from Task 3.2, a key piece in the PIMCity architecture
responsible for trading end-user's data with interested third party buyers.

The design of these modules has been done collaboratively between the WP3 members,
guaranteeing an easy integration. The different WP3 partners have carefully reviewed the
document. Following this first complete design of the WP3 modules, these modules will be
implemented in the next months. During the implementation process, some of the presented
design decisions may be subject to revision and changes. The final design and the
preliminary implementation of the data valuation tools and the trading engine will be
delivered in Deliverable 3.3.
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